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1. Discuss these questions with a partner: 

a) Do you listen to English outside the classroom? What do you listen to?  

b) Do you read English outside the classroom? What do you read?  

c) Do you speak or write English outside the classroom? Who do you communicate with? 

2. Listen to Jose, Alex and Michel  

talking about how they learn English 

outside the classroom. Match the  

sentences to the speakers. 

 Alex from Romania  Jose from Brazil  Michel from Congo 

3. Discuss these questions with a partner:  

a) Jose says: “If you wanna learn, you will learn”. Do you agree? Is there anything that stops 

you from learning? 

b) Alex says Romanian bands sometimes sing in English. Do you know any bands who sing 

in English although it is not their first language? 

c) Michel says he enjoyed reading Harry Potter. Are there any books you enjoyed reading in 

your first language which you could also read in English? Do you know any films which are 

also books?  

4. Listen to Joanna, a teacher from Romania, talking about different 

types of learners. Match the types of people to the advice:  

 Joanna from Romania 

a) If you learn new words easily…  

b) If you want to make friends…        

c) If you are structured and organised…                            

5. Discuss these questions with a partner:  

a) What type of learner do you think you are?  

b) Are there any other types of learners? What advice would you give them? 

d) …you should focus on grammar. 

e) …you should focus on vocabulary.   

f) ...you should speak as much as possible. 

Circle J for Jose, M for Michel, or A for Alex:  

a) Who uses a dictionary to find the meaning of new words? J / M / A 

b) Who says bands from his / her country sing in English? J / M / A 

c) Who says music and film helped him / her learn English? J / M / A 

d) Who thinks that the most important thing is trying to use everything you study at 

school? J / M / A 

e) Who enjoys reading books in English? J / M / A 

f) Who recommends watching children’s cartoons? J / M / A 
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6. Listen to Zhang speaking about where she studies outside the class. 

a) What three places does she mention?  

b) Why does she study in these places? 
Zhang from China 

7. Discuss these questions in pairs:  

a) How do you travel to school / university / work? What do you usually do during that time? 

Could you use that time to practice English?  

b) Are there any other times in your day when you could practice English at the same time as 

doing something else?  

8. Listen to Amanda and Tomas speaking about how they use 

English on the Internet.  

a) How does Amanda use English on the Internet? 

b) How did Tomas use English on the Internet when he was younger?  

9. Discuss these questions in pairs:  

a) How do you use English on the Internet? Do you do the same as Amanda and Tomas? 

b) Amanda adds friends on Facebook from many different countries. What are the benefits of 

doing this? Are there any dangers? 

10. Let’s think about pronunciation… 

a) What different accents did you hear in this lesson? Have you heard any of these accents 

before? 

b) The people in the videos are all clear, proficient speakers of English but you might find 

some accents more difficult to understand than others. But those accents might be easy for 

other people to understand and they might think some other accents are difficult. Why do you 

think accents don’t sound the same for everyone?  

c) What can you do if you find an accent difficult to understand? 

d) Let’s think about the sound /l/. Think about the way you say ‘school’. Listen to Amanda and 

Jose saying ‘school’. Their pronunciation is normal for a Brazilian speaker. Is it different to the 

way you say it? How do you say ‘feel’? Listen to Zhang saying ‘feel’. Her pronunciation is nor-

mal for a Chinese speaker. Is it different to the way you say it?  

e) Let’s think about pronunciations of words with ‘th’ in them.  How do you say ‘that’? Listen 

to Amanda saying ‘that’. Is it different to the way you say it? How do you say ‘breathe’ and 

‘mouth’? Listen to Zhang saying ‘breathe’ and ‘mouth’. Are they different to the way you say 

them? 

Amanda and Tomas from Brazil 


